Greetings It has come to my attention that APS would like to impose a rather significant fee\surcharge \ service on customers who have solar power. I am opposed to such fees.

1) We (Solar Customers) already pay fees and taxes to connect to the grid.

2) This proposed extra fee is counter productive to "going green". I personally know of one family who decided against Solar Power because the additional APS fee would remove any financial benefit and make Solar Power more costly than having only APS.

3) Why should individuals who have chosen to help reduce the state's and nation's dependence on fossil fuels etc. and helping to improve the air quality of the valley by doing so; Have to pay extra? Solar Customers should instead be getting reduced fees and tax benefits.

4) As generators of Solar Power we bear the cost of operating and marinating the equipment. Yet the reimbursement rate for energy generated in excess of what Solar Customers use is determined by APS. Seems rather one sided to me.

5) Is it a bad thing if Solar Customers are able to reduce their energy costs while benefiting the environment and possibly making more disposable income available to invest in goods and services which benefit the economy?

Simply put anything that makes it more difficult or costly for consumers to "Go Solar" is not in the best interest of the public.
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